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PREFACE TO VOLUJVIE VII. 

HIS volume contains the words beginning with the letters 0 and P. Including the Main words,
T to which separate articles are allotted, the special Combinations or compounds explained and 

illustrated under the Main words, and the Subordinate entries of obsolete and variant forms entered in 

their alphabetical places, with a reference to the Main words under which they are treated and illustrated, 
the number of words amounts to 41,667. The Combinations of simple and obvious meaning , of which 
lists are given under the Main words, without separate explanation, but in most cases with illustrative 
quotations, number 7,z03 , raising the actual total of words and compounds recorded in the volume to 48,870. 

These words are thus distributed among the letters : 

Subordinate Special Obvious Total No. No. of Main words words. Combinations. Combinations. of Words. Quotations. 
0 (356 pages) 7,II8 1,198 692 2,173 II,18I 38,675 
P-Pf (404 " ) 7,208 1,81 I 1,281 1,470 11,770 41,880 
Ph-Py (896 " ) 15,974 3,384 3,001 3,560 25,919 94,575 

Total 30,300 6,393 4,974 7,203 48,870 175,130 

Considered as to their status in the language, the Main words are distinguished approximately into 
those which are native or fully naturalized, and still current, those now obsolete (marked t), and those 
considered to be alie1l or imperfectly naturalized (marked II), although in the case of both the latter it 

is often difficult to draw the line. The distribution of the 30,300 Main words is approximately as follows : 

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total. 

0 5 ,347 1,506 26S 7,118 
P-Pf 5,471 1,201 536 7,208 
Ph-Py 12,302 2,628 1,044 15,974 

TotaJI 23,120 5,335 1,845 30,300 

Etymologically considered, the 0 section and the P section of the English vocabulary differ greatly 
in the proportions of their elements. 0 is in this respect an ordinary letter, containing a good proportion 
of words of Anglo-Saxon derivation, beside those of later adoption, from Scandinavian, Old French, Latin, 

and Greek, and more distant languages. Among the words that go back to Old English use are the 
prepositions of (to the lexicographer the longest and most difficult of English prepositions, the treatment 
of which in this Dictionary occupies 18 columns), off, on, over, the adverbs off, oft, ofte1l, out, the conj unction 
or, the numeral and pronoun one with its derivatives once, only, etc., the pronominal words other, our, own, 
the verbs ought, owe, own: all of great interest to the student of the historical grammar of the language. 

There are also numerous well-known substantives, as oak, oakum, oar, oat, oath, ooze, ordeal, oven, owl, 

and important adjectives as old and oje1l. To these must be added the words compounded with out 
(l,z50, including 775 Main words), and over (z,173, including 1,413 Main words). The out- and over-compounds 
occupy more than a fourth of O. The words from Latin include the compounds in ob- and its phonetic 
variants, oc-, of-, oj-, and important words such as order and its family. Among the words from Greek 
are the numerous compounds in ortho-, and the chemical terms related to oxygen. 

In P, on the other hand, the words that go back to Old English are a very small company. Of 

the z3,000 Main words here dealt with, about 80 appear in the Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, of which, however, 

1 Adding these to the words in Volumes I-VI, we have for the portion of the alphabet from A to P the following figures: 

Subordinate Special Obvious 
Main words. Current. Obsolete. Alien. words. Combinations. Combinations. 

40,440 30,139 33,819II,197 

For the letters 0 and P, the comparative scale of this work and of certain other Dictionaries is shown hy the following figures: 

JOhnson. Cassell's , Century' Diet. I Funk's Standard,' Here 
" 

27,097 48,8704,485 19,873 25,585 
8,368 2,379 38,3653,661 6,337Words illustrated by quotations 

Number of illustrative quotations 12,1 I I 9,642 20,340 

The quotations in Richardson's Dictionary in 0 and P are 9,640• 

175,130 
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50 were borrowings from Latin, leaving only about 30 really 'native', most of them found in other 

Germanic languages. Among the chief of these are Pall, path, pmny, pith, play, plight, plough, pock, pool, 
pretty, prick, pttff. pdl, put. Of these the two last scarcely appear in Old English, but have since become 
verbs of great importance ; the article PUT is, after Go, the longest as yet in the Dictionary, and has 
proved one of the most difficult. From causes stated in the article on the letter P, this was the rarest initial 
consonant in Old English, occupying in Bosworth-ToIler's Anglo-Saxon Dictionary only one-fifth of the 
space of O. But its constant accessions from other languages, and apparently its aptitude to form 

onomatopreic words, have made it in the modern dictionary next in compass to S and C, with which 
it forms a triad of gigantic letters, containing together considerably more than a fourth of all the words 
in the language. The accessions began with the 50 words from Latin already mentioned, some, like 
pile, pit, and pound, of West Germanic age, but most of them only pre-Conquest English, either ecclesiastical, 
as pall, pope, priest, prime, or names of foreign plants and animals, as parsley, pear, pease, pepper, pea(cock). 
The accessions continued with the words from Old French , in origin mostly Latin, and subsequently with 
words formed directly from Latin (sometimes ultimately from Greek), and also, from the 16th century, in the 
terminology of philosophy and science, from Greek directly. From the 16th century, words began to crowd 
in from other European and more distant tongues, until now there are to be found in the P division of 
this volume representatives of more than 50 languages. To these have been added a considerable 
number of words of unknown origin, many no doubt onomatopreias of English or its dialects. The 
compass of the letter has been greatly enlarged by the words formed with the Latin prefixes per-, post-, 
pre-, pro- (with its OF. form pur-), and with the Greek prefixes para-, peri-, pro-, and the formatives pan-, 
panto-, pht"lo-, poly-, psettdo-, pyro-, etc. The words in PH are an alien group, representing (with few 
exceptions) Greek words in <1>, for which Roman spelling substituted PH, and which thus come in between PE
and PI-, at once to swell the P vocabulary and to increase its Greek elements. Of the z3,000 Main words in 
P, nearly 7,9oc-more than one-third of the whole,-are of Greek derivation, or are formed with a Greek 
prefix or first element . This is a proportion much larger than obtains in the language as a whole. 

The material collected up to 1885 for 0 to OM- was arranged chronologically and in part sub-edited 
by Miss Margaret Haig, of Blairhill, Stirlingshire (now Mrs. Alexander Stuart). The section 00- to OPPRO
BRIUM was skilfully sub-edited by the late Rev. W. J. Lowenberg, of Starkies, Bury, 1887-96, who died in 
1899, before seeing any part of 0 in type. The section OPPUGN to Ow- was sub-edited 1895-6 by Mr. James 
Bartlett, of Cloverlea, Bramley, Guildford, who after more than zo years' voluntary work at the Dictionary, 
during which he sub-edited also G, parts of M, R, and S, died on IS August, 1908 . The very technical 
section from Ox to Oz- was arranged and sub-edited by Mr. H. A. Nesbitt, B.A. in 1895. For PA-, the 
material collected by the Philological Society had, in consequence of the death of the person who undertook 
its sub-editing, been nearly all lost or destroyed. It had in consequence to be collected anew, which was 
largely done by the late Mr. E. S. Jackson, M.A., Plymouth ; as it accumulated, it was arranged, and finally 
sub-edited, 188 z-7 , by the late Miss J. E. A. Brown, of Cirencester. The slips for PE- to PELY- were 
sub-edited in 1884 by Mr. James Britton, F.L.S.; those for -PEM- to PERP- by Mr. R. M'Lintock, of 
Liverpool, in 1885 and 1893-6; and those for PERS- to PIL- by Mr. W. J. Anderson, then of Markinch, 

who died in February, 1900. The large section PIM- to PROF- was laboriously sub-edited by Miss J. E. A. 
Brown, one of the most devoted and enthusiastic of our volunteer helpers, between 1900 and her sudden 
death on 19 February, 1907. Her work was ably continued, PROFIT to PRY, by the late Mr. C. B. 
Winchester, in 19°7-8. The earlier material for PR- to Pu- had been put in order by the late Mr. P. W. 
Jacob in 1885. The whole section PE- to PHY- was revised, with much new material, J90J-4, by our 
valued coadjutor the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., who also .sub-edited, with much original research, the last 
section Ps- to PYXIS in 1904-7. The generous and, in many cases, long-continued services of these 
voluntary collaborators, so few of whom , alas! survive, call for the fullest and most grateful recognition. 

In the revision and improvement of the work in the proof stage, continuous and indefatigable help 
has been rendered by Misses E. P. and Edith Thompson , of Lansdown, Bath, whose investigations of the 
sense-history of difficult words, have been most fruitful and valuable; also by the Rev. Canon Fowler, D.C.L., 
Durham, the Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D., Falkirk, Mr. A. Caland, of Wageningen, Holland, Monsieur F. J. 
Amours, Glasgow, and in later parts by Professor F. E. Bumby, Nottingham. Assistance with the proofs 
has been only a small part of the gratuitous services rendered to the Dictionary by Mr. R. J. Whitwell, 

B.Litt. Oxon., who has contributed to the history of legal, historical, and other words by special investi
gations in the Bodleian and Codrington Libraries, the British Museum, and the Public Record Office. 
Many of our earlier illustrations for such words are the fruit of his researches. Five of our zealous 
helpers in this department have been removed by death during the preparation of this volume : the 
Right Hon. Lord Aldenham, who had sub-edited parts of C and K for the Philological Society, and had 
read our proofs from the beginning, died in September, 1907, Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., who supplied 
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most of our quotations for recent medical terms, died in September, 1906; Mr. E. L. Brandreth, who had 
sub-edited portions of H, K, and N, besides reading our proofs, and verifying references in the British 
Museum Library, died in December, Mr. C. B. Winchester, who, as reader, sub-editor, and, 
after the death of Mr. Brandreth, collater 

1907; 
of quotations in the British Museum, was the most valued of 

our later volunteer coadjutors, died in December, 1908; Mr. Chichester Hart, of Curraghblagh, Portsalon, 
Donegal, who added to the proofs many quotations from 16th and 17th century dramatists, died in 1908. 

The scholars and men of science who have given their assistance in the present volume include 
nearly all those who have been named in the Prefaces to volumes V and VI, to whom again grateful 
thanks are recorded. More especially must mention be made of etymological and philological help rendered 
by Monsieur Paul Meyer, Membre de l'Institut, Paris, and Professor Eduard Sievers, of Leipzig, both 
Honorary Fellows of the British Academy. Assistance on points of Etymology and Philology has also 
been received from Professors Napier, Wright, R. Ellis, Bywater, Margoliouth, Driver, Sanday, Rhys, 
Macdonell, Morfill, Bullock, and from the Readers in Turkish, Persian, Hindustani, Tamil, and Burmese, 
in the University of Oxford; from Professors Skeat, and E. G. Browne, and the late Sir R. Jebb, 
Cambridge; Professors Rhys Davids, Manchester; Weekley, Nottingham; Mackinnon, Edinburgh; Murphy, 
Dublin; Morris Jones, Bangor; Professors Brandl, Berlin; Kluge, Freiburg; J. Schipper, Luick, and 
Jagic, Vienna; Murko and Strekelj, Graz; Derocquigny, LiIle; Dr. A. Kluyver, Leiden; Sir Ernest 
Satow, K.C.B., Dr. G. A. Grierson, C.LE., Camberley, Dr. A. Souter, Oxford, Mr. James Platt, junior. 
On points of History, Archaeology, and Law, from Professors C. H. Firth, Goudy, Holland, Vinogradoff, 
Oxford, the late Professor F. W. Maitland, Cambridge, Professor F. Liebermann, Berlin, the Deputy
Keeper of the Public Records, Sir F. Pollock, Bart., Miss Edith Thompson, and Dr. R. R. Sharpe, 
of the Guildhall, Mr. Thomas Hunter, Town Clerk of Edinburgh, G. J. Turner, Esq. (Puralee, Purlieu), 
G. Holden, All Souls Library; on Numismatics, from Dr. Barclay V. Head and H. A. Grueber, F.S.A.; 
on Military terms, from Major H. A. Adair, Captain C. S. Harris, Major J. H. Leslie, Colonel F. E. B. 
Loraine; on Naval terms, from Sir J. K. Laughton, M. Oppenheim, Mr. Oswyn A. R. Murray of the 
Admiralty; on the history of Philosophical terms, from Messrs. C. C. J. Webb, Magdalen College, and R. R. 
Marett, Exeter College; on the history and definition of Mathematical terms, from the late Dr. C. Taylor, 
Master of St. John's, Cambridge, Dr. Gow of Westminster School, Professor Elliott and Mr. C. Leudesdorf, 
Oxford; on terms of 'Physics, from Professors Silvanus P. Thompson, R. B. Clifton, A. E. H. Love; on 
Astronomical terms from Mr. W. H. \Vesley, of the Royal Astronomical Society, and Dr. Dreyer, of 
Armagh; on Medical terms, Bacteriology, etc., from Sir T. Clifford Allbutt, M.D., Professors Osler, 
Ritchie, F. Gotch, Georges Dreyer, and Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith; on the history of Chemical terms, from 
Sir H. Roscoe, Dr. W. R. Dunstan, and Mr. H. Robinson, of the Imperial Institute; Messrs. H. Hartley, 
N. Sidgwick, and A. F. Walden, Oxford; on Geology and Mineralogy, from Sir A. Geikie, J. J. H. 
Teall, F,R.S., Professor J. McKenny Hughes, Dr. H. A. Miers, L. Fletcher, F.R.S., Dr. John W. Evans 
(Plumbago), and the late Professor Albert H. Chester, of Rutgers College, U.S.A.; on Zoology and 
Biology, from the late Professor Alfred Newton, Professor A. Sedgwick, and Dr. S. F. Harmer, Cambridge, 
Dr. W. Hatchett Jackson, Professors Bourne and Poulton, and Mr. J. W. Jenkinson, Oxford, the Director of 
the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, Dr. A. GUnther, and others; on Botany, etc., from 
Professor Vines, Oxford, the late and present Directors of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and members of their 
staff, and Dr . .E. Daydon Jackson; on terms of Finance, etc., from successive secretaries of the Bank of 
England, the late Lord Aldenham, the Hon. Vicary Gibbs; on certain Parliamentary terms, from the 
Right Hon. Lord Peel and Sir Courtney P. Ilbert; on the words Ode and Poetry, from Professors A. C. 
Bradley and J. Mackail; on Jewish terms, from Dr. H. Gollancz; on terms of Architecture, Engineering, 
and Lighthouses, from Mr. Alexr. Beazeley, C.E., a constant helper for many years, and contributor of 

more than 30,000 quotations, who died on I December, 1905; on Printing terms, from Mr. Horace 

H. O. 

Hart, M.A.; on Boating terms, from Rev. W. E. Sherwood; on Chess terms, from H.J. R. Murray, M.A.; on 
terms of various Arts and Industries, from Professor Beaumont, Leeds, Messrs. Herbert Congreve, M.Inst.C.E., 

Greener, R. Oliver Heslop, K. A. Macaulay, Julian A. Osler, the Royal Worcester China Works, the 

Manager of Tangyes Ltd., etc.; on other special points, from Mr. W. Pailey Baildon, Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A., 

Dr. E. J. Scott, Messrs. John Dormer, 
W. L. 

John Hodgkin, A. Taylor Innes, A. F. Leach, M.A., H. Littlehales, 

words connected with American 

colonial, state, and federal history, invaluable contributions have been made by Mr. Albert Matthews, 

of. Boston ; as also, on American subjects, by the late Mr. W. P. Garrison, and Mr. C. W. Ernst, of Boston 

(who has besides supplied many early instances of medieval Latin words). Assistance has been rendered 

also by Dr. Warner, Dr. Fortescue, Mr. John A. Herbert, and other officers of the British Museum; by 

Bodley's Librarian, Dr. Jenkinson, University Librarian, Cambridge, 

F. Madan , M.A., A. T. Robbins, Rushton, and many others. For 

the late and present Keepers of the 

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh the Librarian of the Patent Office, London, the Librarians of the Congress, 

Administrator
Rectangle



THE SCRIPTORIUM, OXFORD, 

Outputter I. Insert after sense 1 :-Publisher. 1583 Reg. Privy 
Council Scot. Ser. 1. III. 587 Sellaris and outputtaris of thair saidis buikis. 

Owmawt. Etym. For umegna read ul1udta. 
Pachyntic, a. Earlier example :-I704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, 

Pachuntick Medicines. 
Package I. Earlier example :-1540 in Proc. Privy Council (1837) 

VII. 48 Certain leade • • was stayed at London by the packer for lack of 
payment of package money. 

Pagan. Etymo!. The explanation of 1.. pagantes in the sense' non
Christian, heathen', as arising out of that of ' villager, rustic', given by 
Orosius (a Spaniard) c4I7, has been shown to be chronologically and 
historically untenable, for this use of the word goes back to Tertullian 
C 202, when paganism was still the public and dominant religion, and 
even appears, according to Landani, in an epitaph of the 2nd cent. The 
exp!anation is now found in the L. use of pagtinus as = ( civilian, non
mllitant', opposed to miles' soldier, one of the army'. The Christians 
called themselves mililes'enrolled soldiers ' of Christ members of his 
mili ant church, and applied to non-Christians the term applied by
soldiers to all who were' not enrolled in the army'. Cf. Tertullian 
D  C:orona Militis xi, ( Al?ud hunc [ChristnmJ tam miles est paganus
lidells quam paganu. est miles infidelis '. See also GIBBON xxi. note. 
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Library, Washington, and of the Boston Athenaeum, U.S.A.; the Librarians of the Royal 

Linnaean Society, College of Surgeons, and the Admiralty, London ; by Sir Walter S. Prideaux, 

of the Goldsmiths' Company; and the officers of other public bodies. Constant contributions to the 

Society, 

Clerk 

F. J. Furnivall. 

The members of the editorial staff who have assisted in the preparation of this volume are Messrs. C. G. 

Balk, A. T. Maling, M.A., F. J. Sweatman, M.A.; and, in P only, Mr. F. A. Yockney, Dr. A. B. 

Gough (who chiefly assisted in the etymological articles), and the Misses Elsie M. R. and Rosfrith N. R. 

Murray. Also, to a more limited extent in the earlier part, Messrs. Hereward Price, B.A., A. H. Mann, B.A., 

illustration of words and senses, as well as other valued help, have been furnished by Dr. 

H. E. G. Rope, B.A., and W. Landells; and Messrs. P. J. Philip and G. Friedrichsen, B.A. towards the 

close. Important help in the revision of the later sheets has, in the illness of one of the staff, been rendered by 

Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A., a member of the staff of Dr. Bradley. 

JAMES A. H. MURRAY. 

31 August, 1909. 

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS. 

Obliterature. = OBLITERATION :-17I1 G. HICKES Two Treat. 
Christ. Pr iesth. (1847) II. 50 A perfect obJiterature of all injuries. 

Obscure, a. 7 and v. r. Earlier examples :-1432-50 tr. Higdell 
( Rolls) II. 55 There be other names of cites founde in cronicIes obscure 
to the intellecte. Ibid., That kynge dreamed that . •  the bloode of hym 
obscurede and hidde the sonne. 

Obstinative, sb. An obstinate tendencY:-1561 T. HOBY tr. Casti
glio",'s Courty er (1577) I. D ij b, And of these errors there are diuers 
other causes and among other the obstinatiues of princes. 

t Obsu'rd, v. Obs. trans. To make dull of hearing, deafeu :-1639 
J. WELLES Soules Progr. 109 Old age • • dimmed with blindness, ob
surded with deafenes. 

O'ccupable, a. rare. Capable of being occupied :-1851 WHEWELL 
Grotius I. 256 In things which are properly no-one's, two things are 
occupable ; the lordship, and the ownership. 

Octagonian, a. Earlier example :-1598 [see HEXAGONIAN]. 

Og1ve. Early example :-1357-8 Ely Sacr. Rolls 1907 II. 180 In 
Lvj pedibus de oggifs empt. per pede iijd. ob. 16'. 4d• 

Okapi (oka·pi). African. A quadruped allied to the giraffe, dis
covered by Sir Harry Johnston in 1900 :-1901 RAY LANKESTER in 
Times 18 J lme 2/3 After an examination of the skulls I am of opinion 
that the' Okapi ' (the native name by which the new animal is known) 
. . mllst be placed in a new genus. 

Omnium I,Omnium gatherum. Quot. 1775 should be dated 1761. 

Otherkin. Delete quot. a 1275, which reads' A pre cunne '. 

Oudemian. Earlier example :-a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia III. (1598) 
345 To meete as that night at Mantinea, in the Oudemian streete, at 
Charitas vncles house. 

Out·be. To be beyond, excel :-1613 B. JONSON To Earl ofSamerse/ 
(ed. Cunninghams III. 465/2) May she . • Outbee that Wife in worth 
thy friend did make. 

Out·dweller. Earlier example :-1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. 
(Grosart) V. 40 Anie stranger or out· dweller. 

sense. 

colon '. 

Pamp. For further evidence of this word: see POMP v.2 

nat 

Paper. Earlier (in Latin context) in Ely Sacr. Rolls 1341-2 papyr; 
1359-60 paper. 

ParabOliC, a. I. Early example :-c 1449 POCOCK Repr. (1860) II. 
533 Signified bi likenes in parabolik speche. 

Parapet 3. Earlier example :-1795 Gen. Hist. Liverpool 273 The 
foot paths here called parapets. 

Parchmenter. Delete ' cf. PASSEMENTER '. 

Parliament, sb. 5 b. Earlier example :-1583 Cal. Intler Temple 
Recds. (1896) 1. 102 Parliament-house. 

Particulate, a. In reference to organic matter, introduced 1871 by 
SIR J. BURDON SANDERSON (paper) On Origin if Bacteria. 

Pelfr;y. Qnots. I.j.8o, 1496, 1565 are removed to PILFER sb. In 
their place insert 1485 Promp. Parv. 391/1 (MS. S.) Pelfrey, spoli"m. 

Petty, a. I. Obs. add: exc. in special collocations: see 5. 
-phil. Delete' Hence also -PHILOUS, q. v.' 

Philosophic, a. I b. Add Philosophic cotton: see COTTON 7. 

Pintle 2 a. Delete' fixed erect .. small boats)' the ordinary practice 
in all cases being to have the pintles on the rudder. 

Pleromorph, Plerophor;y. In etym., correct rrA'lpq. to 7TlI.qp'l< • 
Pluck;y 2. Literary example :-1891 G. P. MERRILL Stones for 

Build. 39 Fine grained compact rocks • .  break into concave and convex 
shell-like snrfaces . • such stones are called plucky by the workmen. 

Plump, sb.2 Earlier example :-1477 NORTON in Ashm. Theat. 
Chem. 83 In Plomps . •  Where heavie Water ariseth after Ayre. 

Podike: see POWDlKE. 

Polymicrtan (s.v. POLY- I ) . Delete'tltmce-wd.' Earlier example:
1838 Bagster's Catal. 22 Polymicrian series of New Testaments [etc.] 
32 mo. size. 

Pommel, 6 b. Should be a distinct word, a. F. paume!le in same 
Earlier example :-1839 URE Diet. Arts 377 The pommel 

(paume!le) is so called because it clothes the palm of the hand. 

Port, sb.6 Earlier example :-1543-4 (Jan. II) Adm. Ct. Exam. 9l 
(Rypper's Depos.) The sayd [ship] mighte have layed his helme a porte. 

Portitor. Later example :-1 737 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Bril. 
Lists 2I 3/2 Partitar and Taylor to the great Wardrobe, Mr. John Mills. 

Postnares. Read: So postnarial a. (a) situated behind the 
nostril : 1866 [see PRENARIAL 2]; (b) belonging to the postnares. 

Ji'ouraJlee. For definition , substitute: b. Subsequently used in 
the sense PURLIEU, as more fully shown under the form PURALE, q. v. 

Prehalteres. Earlier:-1840 seepseudhalteres: s. v. PSEUDO- 2. 

Previdence. In etym. read' Late Latin '. Early example :-c 1374 
CHAUCER Boeth. v. pro vi. 83 (Sk.) For which it nis y·cIeped 
previdence, but it sholde rather ben eleped purviaunce. 

PrinCipal, sb. Earlier examples :-[10] 1438 Early Chan. Proc. 
(P. R. 0.) 75/II One Roger Grey, Clerk, principaIIe of Brasenoce in 
Oxynforde. [2 d] 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 39  24 The Principals 
put on their Pumps. 

l'rooa.ta.leotio. Sullstitute for definition 'CataIectic in its former 
1843 T. F. BARHAM lr. HephllllStwtl 195. 




